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site and to provide comments and recommendations relating to the current proposed
development.
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Attention: Mr Tony Guirguis

Dear Sir,

PROPOSED MULTI LEVEL DEVELOPMENT, 2 – 18 STATION ST, MARRICKVILLE
GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

General

This report presents the results of a geotechnical investigation for the above project. The
investigation was commissioned by Mr Tony Guirguis of Environmental Investigations. The
work was carried out in accordance with a proposal by Asset Geotechnical Engineering Pty
Ltd dated 9/05/12, reference P2164.
We understand that the project involves construction of a building with a double basement
car park with 9 levels aboveground. Excavation up to approximately 6m deep is anticipated.
Reference to the Sydney 1:100,000 Geological Map indicates that the site is underlain by
Hawkesbury Sandstone. Alluvial sand, silt and clay is also shown near the eastern border of
the site.
1.2

Scope of Work

The main objectives of the investigation were to assess the surface and subsurface
conditions and to provide comments and recommendations relating to:
 Excavation conditions, methodology and monitoring requirements
 Shoring and retaining wall design requirements
 Batter slopes
 Subgrade preparation and earthworks
 Site Classification  to  AS2870  ‘Residential  Slabs  and  Footings’  2011
 Suitable foundations
 Allowable bearing pressure
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In order to achieve the project objectives, the following scope of work was carried out:
 A review of existing regional maps and reports relevant to the site, held within our files.
 Visual observations of surface features.
 Logging of two boreholes (BH1 and BH2), to sample and assess the nature and
consistency of subsurface soils and bedrock (BH1) at accessible areas of the site.
 Carrying out laboratory tests on the rock samples to provide engineering data.
 Engineering assessment and reporting.
This report should be read in conjunction with the attached Information Sheets. Particular
attention is drawn to the limitations inherent in site investigations and the importance of
verifying the subsurface conditions inferred herein.
2.

FIELDWORK AND LABORATORY TESTING

The fieldwork was undertaken on 24 May 2012. The test locations are shown on the
attached Figure 2.
Borehole BH1 was auger drilled to refusal on rock at depth of 6.2m and then continued using
NMLC rock coring to the final depth of 8.8m. The recovered rock core was photographed and
sent to a NATA accredited laboratory for Point Load Strength Index Testing. Borehole BH2
was auger drilled to the target depth of 9.0m. On completion of logging and sampling, each
borehole was backfilled with the spoil.
The test locations were set out by our engineer and were located relative to existing site
features. The subsurface conditions encountered were recorded during the progress of the
drilling and coring. Rock samples were retained for laboratory testing. Surface levels at the
test locations were not determined.
Engineering logs and explanatory notes are attached to this report.
3.

SITE DESCRIPTION

A number of single and multistorey residential and café buildings Nos. 2-18 are located along
Station Street. Each of these allotments is located adjacent to each other with neighbouring
walls or property boundaries. These developments are bounded by Station St and the
multistorey apartment building to the southeast.
The overall slope of the natural ground surface surrounding the allotments slopes down at
angles of 6 - 9° towards east.
There is little to no vegetation across the existing sites as buildings take up entire allotments.
Where vegetation can be seen it is comprised of small trees and shrubs that are rooted into
the slope and pose no threat to existing structures in their current condition.
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The buildings vary with age but all appear to be in excess of 25 - 30 years. The majority of
the buildings are comprised of brick that show minor cracking in the exteriors.
4.

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

4.1

Geology

The 1:100,000 Sydney Geological Map indicates the site is underlain by Hawkesbury
Sandstone, with Quaternary alluvium to the east. The sandstone rocks typically weather to
form residual clay soils of medium plasticity and residual sandy soils.
4.2

Stratigraphy

The following summary description is provided for the conditions observed at the test
locations for this investigation. The detailed conditions at each test location are recorded on
the attached logs. For specific design input, reference should be made to the logs and/or
the specific test results, in lieu of the following summary.
Table 1 – Generalised Subsurface Profile
Layer

Description

BH1 (m)

Pavement

CONCRETE (BH1) or ASPHALT (BH2)

0.0–0.2

0.0 – 0.1

Fill

Gravelly SAND, fine to medium grained, medium to
low consistency

0.2–0.6

0.1–1.2

Alluvium

Sandy CLAY/ Clayey SAND/ Silty CLAY, medium to
high plasticity clays, fine to medium sands, generally
moist grading wet below about 4m to 5m depth,
generally

0.6–6.2

1.2–9.0+

Bedrock

SANDSTONE, fine to medium grained, light grey to
brown/red, medium to highly weathered, medium
and high strength, defect spacing typically 60 to
1
200mm (assessed Class 4 / 3 Sandstone )

6.2–8.8

––

4.3

BH2 (m)

Groundwater

Groundwater was observed in borehole BH1 during drilling to depth of 5.3m and in borehole
BH2 to at a depth of 5.1m. Groundwater observations below this level were precluded due
to the addition of drilling water.
It is noted that the groundwater observation may have been made before water levels had
stabilised.

1

Pells, P.J.N., Mostyn, G. & Walker, B.F., Foundations on Sandstone and Shale in the Sydney Region, Australian
Geomechanics Journal, December 1998
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4.4

Laboratory Test Results

The results from the laboratory Point Load Testing are attached, and presented graphically
on the cored borehole logs. The testing indicated typically medium and high rock substance
strength.
5.

DISCUSSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Earthworks

5.1.1 Excavation
The boreholes indicate that the excavation will be entirely within predominantly clay soils,
and should be readily achievable using conventional earthmoving equipment (e.g. hydraulic
excavator bucket).
It should be noted that vibrations that are below threshold levels for building damage may
be experienced at adjoining developments.
5.1.2 Subgrade Preparation
The following general recommendations are provided for subgrade preparation for
earthworks, pavements, slab-on-ground construction, and minor structures:
 Strip existing fill. Remove unsuitable materials from site (e.g. material containing
deleterious matter). Stockpile remainder for re-use as landscaping material or remove
from site.
 Excavate alluvial clayey and sandy soils and remove to spoil.
 Compact the upper 150mm depth to a dry density ratio (AS1289.5.4.1–2007) not less
than 100% Standard. Areas which show visible heave under compaction equipment
should be over-excavated a further 0.3m and replaced with approved fill compacted to a
dry density ratio not less than 100%.
Further advice should be sought where the depth of filling beneath pavements and/or
structures exceeds that noted above, or where filling is required to support major structures.
Any waste soils being removed from the site must be classified in accordance with current
regulatory authority requirements to enable appropriate disposal to an appropriately
licensed landfill facility. Further advice should be sought from a specialist environmental
consultant if required.
Design of underpinning measures and/or excavation support must be carried out by a
suitably experienced and qualified structural/civil engineer.
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5.1.3 Filling
Where filing is required, place in horizontal layers not more than 0.3m loose thickness over
prepared subgrade and compact to a dry density ratio not less than 95% Standard beneath
pavements and 98% Standard beneath structures. The moisture content during compaction
should be maintained at 2% of Standard Optimum. Compact the upper 150mm of subgrade
to a dry density ratio not less than 100% Standard.
Filling within 1.5m of the rear of retaining walls should be compacted using light weight
equipment (e.g. hand-operated plate compactor or ride-on compactor not more than 3
tonnes static weight) in order to limit compaction-induced lateral pressures. The layer
thickness should be reduced to 0.2m maximum loose thickness.
Any soils to be imported onto the site for the purpose of back-filling and re-instatement of
excavated areas should be free of contamination and deleterious material, and should
include appropriate validation documentation in accordance with current regulatory
authority requirements which confirms its suitability for the proposed land use. Further
advice should be sought from a specialist environmental consultant if required.
5.1.4 Batter Slopes
Recommended maximum slopes for permanent and temporary batters are presented in
Table 2 below:
Table 2 – Recommended Maximum Batter Slopes
Unit
Alluvial soils

5.2

Maximum Batter Slope (H : V)
Permanent

Temporary

2:1

1:1

Footings

Bulk excavation to 6m depth will be about 0.2m above the top of the sandstone bedrock at
the location of BH1, but at least 3m above the top of bedrock at BH2. Given that shoring will
likely be part of the permanent structure and will likely extend below the bulk excavation
level (and therefore into bedrock in at least some areas), it is recommended that all footings
be founded on bedrock in order to reduce the risk of differential movement due to variable
founding stratum.
Suitable footings might comprise strip and pad footings where rock is close to the base of
the bulk excavation, and piles to rock elsewhere.
Edge beams for slab, pad footings and rock socketed piles may be designed for the
parameters in Table 3 following.
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Table 3 – Footing Design Parameters
Founding Stratum

Maximum allowable design values
End Bearing
(kPa)

Shaft Friction –
Compression (kPa)

Shaft Friction –
Tension (kPa)

Alluvial clay (VSt or H)

200

–

–

Class 4 / 3 Sandstone

2,000

200

150

Settlements for footings on rock are anticipated to be about 1% of the pile diameter (for
rock-socketed piles), and 1% of the minimum footing width for strip and pad footings.
Options for piles include:
Driven piles. Driven piles are not considered suitable because environmental factors
including noise and vibration are likely to be unacceptable for the adjacent
development.
Bored Piles. As noted above, groundwater was observed at about 5.1 m to 5.3 m depth
in the boreholes during drilling, within alluvial soils. Bored piles are therefore not
recommended in this area due to the possibility of collapse of the sidewalls and
requirement for dewatering.
Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) Piles. CFA piles are constructed by drilling a hollow
stemmed continuous flight auger to the required founding depth. Concrete is then
injected under pressure through the auger stem as the auger is extracted from the soil.
The reinforcing cage is then inserted upon completion of the concreting process. Pile
diameters vary from 300mm to 1200mm. Drilled spoil is produced during CFA piling,
and must subsequently be removed from site. CFA piles are considered nondisplacement piles as defined in AS2159.  Examples  of  CFA  piles  are  Frankipile  “Atlas”  
type  piles,  or  Vibropile  “Omega”  type  piles.
Steel Screw Piles. Hollow stemmed steel piles fitted with a single or double helix at the
tip are installed using specially modified hydraulic excavators. Shaft diameters typically
vary from 90mm to 220mm and helix diameters vary from 350mm to 600mm. Single
pile capacities range from 2 to 65 tonnes. However, given the anticipated founding
depths, steel screw piles are not likely to be the most practical or economical solution
for this site.
It assessed that the construction of sockets would require the use of a truck mounted drilling
rig. It is also assessed that the bored pile holes would not require liners to support the
overburden soils, although some over break and minor fretting should be allowed for.
An experienced geotechnical engineer should review footing designs to check that the
recommendations of the geotechnical report have been included, and should assess footing
excavations to confirm the design assumptions.
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Selection of a suitable piling system may also need to consider management of potential or
actual acid sulfate soils that could be disturbed and brought to the surface during the piling
operation.
5.3

Temporary Shoring and Permanent Retaining

Where temporary or permanent batter slopes cannot be accommodated in the development
or are not desired, temporary shoring and/or permanent retaining will be required.
Design of retaining walls will need to consider both long–term (i.e. permanent) and short–
term (i.e. during construction) loading conditions, as well as the possible impact on adjoining
developments.
In the long–term, the ground floor slab will provide bracing at the top of the wall and the
garage floor slab will provide bracing at the bottom of the wall. Therefore, the basement
retaining wall should be designed as a braced wall for the long–term loading condition.
In the short–term (i.e. during construction), the design of the basement retaining wall will
depend on the method of construction adopted. Two common construction techniques
include top–down and bottom–up construction.
Top–down construction typically involves:
 construction of the perimeter wall as either contiguous bored piles or cast-insitu wall
(e.g. Geocast) and internal columns as bored piles;
 pouring the ground floor slab;
 excavating to subgrade level; and
 pouring the basement floor slab.
Bottom–up construction typically involves:
 constructing the perimeter wall as either contiguous bored piles, cast–insitu wall (e.g.
geocast), or conventional soldiers installed in concreted pile sockets;
 options  for  wall  design  include  cantilever,  anchored  (“deadman”,  soil,  or  rock  anchors),  
and propped (internal props);
 excavating to basement subgrade level (installing horizontal walers and timber lagging if
solider pile wall construction is adopted);
 pouring the ground floor slab and proceeding upwards.
In view of the proximity to adjacent structures and the rectangular nature of the
development, we consider that top-down construction would be appropriate for this site.
This would minimise the risk of lateral deflection of the wall and subsidence of adjacent
ground, compared with bottom-up construction. If bottom-up construction is considered, we
recommend the use of internal propped walls or anchored walls where the retained height is
2m or more, and either internal propped walls or cantilever walls where the retained height
is less than 2m.
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Cantilever retaining walls may be designed for a lateral earth pressure coefficient (K a) of 0.3.
Piles for cantilever walls should be socketed below bulk excavation level by a depth at least
equal to the retained height.
Braced retaining walls may be designed for a uniform lateral earth pressure of 0.65 *  * H *
Ka where  = unit weight of backfill (say 18kN/m3), H = height of wall, and Ka = earth pressure
coefficient (0.3). Piles for braced walls should be socketed at least 0.75m below basement
subgrade  level  to  provide  toe  “kick-in”  resistance  until  the  slab  can  be  poured.
Where adequate subsoil drainage is provided behind walls, no allowance for groundwater is
considered necessary. Appropriate surcharge loading at the finished surface level should also
be adopted for design of the wall. Control of groundwater seepage through the basement
wall should also be allowed for, unless a waterproof basement is designed and constructed.
6.

LIMITATIONS

In addition to the limitations inherent in site investigations (refer to the attached
Information Sheets), it must by pointed out that the recommendations in this report are
based on assessed subsurface conditions from limited investigations. In order to confirm the
assessed soil and rock properties in this report, further investigation would be required such
as coring and strength testing of rock, and should be carried out if the scale of the
development warrants, or if any of the properties are critical to the design, construction or
performance of the development.
Specifically, it is noted that bedrock was only encountered in BH1. It is recommended that
further investigation be carried out to confirm rock levels and rock quality at other
locations. This could be done immediately after demolition when access is more readily
available for a large truck-mounted drilling rig.
It is recommended that a qualified and experienced geotechnical engineer be engaged to
provide further input and review during the design development; including site visits during
construction to verify the site conditions and provide advice where conditions vary from
those assumed in this report. Development of an appropriate inspection and testing plan
should be carried out in consultation with the geotechnical engineer.
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Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned if you have any questions regarding this
report or if you require further assistance.
For and on behalf of
Asset Geotechnical Engineering Pty Ltd
Mark Bartel
BE MEngSc MIEAust CPEng GMQ
Director / Principal Geotechnical Engineer

Encl: Information Sheets (3 sheets)
Field Investigation Results (5 sheets)
Laboratory Test Results (1 sheet)
Figure 1 Site Locality
Figure 2 Test Locations
Figure 3 Core Photo (BH1)
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%1-!-2,32--632,!5.,7!46-!/1-!78HT-0/3K-!32/-6=6-/4/3.2!.B!78HL
786B40-!0.2I3/3.27!4/!4!=46/308546!5.04/3.2!42I!/3P-;!P4I-!HM!
/6432-I!=-67.22-5N!%1-!40/845!32/-6B40-!H-/J--2!P4/-63457!P4M!
H-!P.6-!,64I845!.6!4H68=/!/142!4!6-=.6/!32I304/-7N!!

20/2.7<-8!.6).1)20/.28,)
%137!6-=.6/!37!/1-!78HT-0/!.B!0.=M63,1/!42I!71455!2./!H-!6-=6.L
I80-I! -3/1-6! /./455M! .6!32! =46/! J3/1.8/! /1-! -S=6-77! =-6P3773.2!
.B! /137! &.P=42MN! W1-6-! 32B.6P4/3.2! B6.P! /1-! 400.P=42M32,!
6-=.6/!37!/.!H-!32058I-I!32!0.2/640/!I.08P-2/7!.6!-2,32--632,!
7=-03B304/3.2! B.6! /1-! =6.T-0/;! /1-! -2/36-! 6-=.6/! 71.85I! H-! 32L
058I-I!32!.6I-6!/.!P323P3R-!/1-!53O-531..I!.B!P3732/-6=6-/4/3.2!
B6.P!5.,7N!
20/.28)1.2)=0601!8).1)-4!068)
%1-!6-=.6/!147!H--2!=6-=46-I!B.6!/1-!H-2-B3/!.B!/1-!&53-2/!42I!
2.! ./1-6! =46/MN! *77-/! 4778P-7! 2.! 6-7=.273H353/M! 42I! J355! 2./!
H-!534H5-!/.!42M!./1-6!=-67.2!.6!.6,42374/3.2!B.6!.6!32!6-54/3.2!
/.! 42M! P4//-6! I-45/! J3/1! .6! 0.205873.27! -S=6-77-I! 32! /1-! 6-L
=.6/;!.6!B.6!42M!5.77!.6!I4P4,-!78BB-6-I!HM!42M!./1-6!=-67.2!
.6!.6,42374/3.2!463732,!B6.P!P4//-67!I-45/!J3/1!.6!0.205873.27!
-S=6-77-I! 32! /1-! 6-=.6/! D32058I32,! J3/1.8/! 53P3/4/3.2! P4//-67!
463732,!B6.P!42M!2-,53,-2/!40/!.6!.P3773.2!.B!*77-/!.6!B.6!42M!
5.77! .6! I4P4,-! 78BB-6-I!HM!42M! ./1-6! =46/M! 6-5M32,! 8=.2! /1-!
P4//-67! I-45/! J3/1! .6! 0.205873.27! -S=6-77-I! 32! /1-! 6-=.6/GN!
$/1-6!=46/3-7!71.85I!2./!6-5M!8=.2!/1-!6-=.6/!.6!/1-!4008640M!
.6! 0.P=5-/-2-77! .B! 42M! 0.205873.27! 42I! 71.85I! P4O-! /1-36!
.J2! 32U8363-7! 42I! .H/432! 32I-=-2I-2/! 4IK30-! 32! 6-54/3.2! /.!
7801!P4//-67N!
.8:02)4!;!858!.6,)
*77-/! J355! 2./! H-! 534H5-! /.! 8=I4/-! .6! 6-K37-! /1-! 6-=.6/! /.! /4O-!
32/.! 400.82/! 42M! -K-2/7! .6! -P-6,-2/! 03608P7/420-7! .6! B40/!
.0086632,!.6!H-0.P32,!4==46-2/!4B/-6!/1-!I4/-!.B!/1-!6-=.6/N!!
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!
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XX! !
6.55-6!Q!/630.2-! !
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J471H.6-! !
!
#[! !
-S04K4/.6!H80O-/!
&%! !
04H5-!/..5! !
!
V\! !
I.R-6!H54I-!
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142I!48,-6! !
!
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63==-6!/../1!
V! !
I34/8H-!
Z! !
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]LH3/!
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'
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!
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04732,!327/455-I!
!
!
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!
!
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Z! !
H85O!I37/86H-I!
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/132LJ455-I!74P=5-;!a?PP!I34P-/-6!
'A! !
142I!=-2-/6.P-/-6!DOA4G!
<]! !
71-46!K42-!/-7/!DOA4G!
V&A!
IM24P30!0.2-!=-2-/6.P-/-6!DH5.J7!=-6!9??PP!=-2-/64/3.2G!
<A%!!
7/42I46I!=-2-/64/3.2!/-7/!
(Y! !
<A%!K458-!DH5.J7!=-6!C??PPG!
!
!
Y!I-2./-7!74P=5-!6-0.K-6-I!
(0! !
<A%!J3/1!7.53I!0.2-!
X! !
6-B8745!.B!V&A!.6!<A%)
)
)
<,-,),@;=.4,!
"W!
W-55!,64I-I!,64K-57!42I!,64K-5L742I!P3S/86-7;!53//5-!.6!2.!B32-7N !
"A !
A..65M!,64I-I!,64K-57!42I!,64K-5L742I!P3S/86-7;!53//5-!.6!2.!B32-7N !
"^!
<35/M!,64K-57;!,64K-5L742IL735/!P3S/86-7N !
"& !
&54M-M!,64K-57;!,64K-5L742IL054M!P3S/86-7N!
<W !
W-55!,64I-I!742I7!42I!,64K-55M!742I7;!53//5-!.6!2.!B32-7N !
<A !
A..65M!,64I-I!742I7!42I!,64K-55M!742I7;!53//5-!.6!2.!B32-7N !
<^!
<35/M!742I;!742IL735/!P3S/86-7N !
<& !
&54M-M!742I;!742IL054M!P3S/86-7N !
^+ !
)2.6,4230!735/7!.B!5.J!=547/303/M;!K-6M!B32-!742I7;!6.0O!B5.86;!735/M!.6!
054M-M!B32-!742I7N !
&+!
)2.6,4230!054M7!.B!5.J!/.!P-I38P!=547/303/M;!,64K-55M!054M7;!742IM!
054M7;!735/M!054M7N !
$+!
$6,4230!735/7!42I!.6,4230!735/M!054M7!.B!5.J!=547/303/MN !
^'!
)2.6,4230!735/7!.B!13,1!=547/303/MN !
&'!
)2.6,4230!054M7!.B!13,1!=547/303/MN !
$'!
$6,4230!054M7!.B!P-I38P!/.!13,1!=547/303/MN !
A%!
A-4/!P80O!42I!./1-6!13,15M!.6,4230!7.357N!
!
!
;.!,8<20)-.67!8!.6 !
V! !
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W! !
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53U83I!53P3/!
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!
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)
)
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!
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7.B/!!
!
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!
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B36P!!
!
!
!
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7/3BB!!
!
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!
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!
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)
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)
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)
,820698: !
[W! !
-S/6-P-5M!J-4/1-6-I! !
#+! !
-S/6-P-5M!5.J!
'W! !
13,15M!J-4/1-6-I!!
!
]+! !
K-6M!5.J!
^W!!
P.I-64/-5M!J-4/1-6-I!
+! !
5.J!
<W! !
753,1/5M!J-4/1-6-I!
!
^! !
P-I38P!
bX! !
B6-71! !
!
!
!
'! !
13,1!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
]'! !
K-6M!13,1!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
#'! !
-S/6-P-5M!13,1!
!
2K7)LMN) )
!
c! 78P!.B!32/40/!0.6-!=3-0-7!d!>!S!I34P-/-6!!S!!9??!
!
/./45!5-2,/1!.B!7-0/3.2!H-32,!-K4584/-I!
!
7010-8,)
'
.12$'
'
'
'
'
'
+",./0(!
e%! !
T.32/!!
!
!
!
05! !
05-42!
A%! !
=46/32,! !
!
!
7/! !
7/432-I!
<\! !
71-46!R.2-! !
!
K-! !
K-2--6!
<^! !
7-4P! !
!
!
0.! !
0.4/32,!
'
)%,2$' '
'
'
'
'
%$HOE(FJJ!
=5! !
=54246! !
!
!
=.! !
=.5371-I!
08! !
086K-I! !
!
!
75! !
7530O-273I-I!
82! !
82I854/32,! !
!
7P! !
7P../1!
7/! !
7/-==-I!!
!
!
6.! !
6.8,1!
36! !
366-,8546!!
!
!
K6! !
K-6M!6.8,1!
'
/0+&/0,./"0 !
P-4786-I!4H.K-!4S37!42I!=-6=-2I308546!/.!0.6-!
)778-!9:;!<-=!>??@!!!A4,-!>!.B!C!

!

,$+B)R)2$CD)8F%"J)

!""#$!"#$%#&'()&*+!
,-./-0123045!-2,32--632,!0.2785/42/7!

5,TUVWXTYYZ)

2.-^)

<.357!42I!6.0O!46-!I-7063H-I!32!/1-!B.55.J32,!/-6P7;!J1301!46-!H6.4I5M!32!400.6L
I420-!J3/1!*<9@>fL9ggCN!!
!

)
,07!;06852@)2.-^)8@/0)701!6!8!.6,)
2$CD)8S#F! !
7F*+(+&+$(!DP.6-!/142!a?n!.B!6.0O!0.2737/7!.B!oNNG!
&.2,5.P-64/-! NNN!,64K-5!73R-I!Dd>PPG!B64,P-2/7N!
<42I7/.2-!
NNN!742I!73R-I!D?N?f!/.!>PPG!,64327N !
<35/7/.2-!
NNN!735/!73R-I!Di?N?fPPG!=46/305-7;!6.0O!37!2./!54P324/-IN !
&54M7/.2-!
NNN!054M;!6.0O!37!2./!54P324/-IN !
<145-!
NNN!735/!.6!054M!73R-I!=46/305-7;!6.0O!37!54P324/-IN!
!
45@02!69)
8F%"!
7FJC%+#&+$(!
^4773K-!
(.!54M-632,!4==46-2/N !
A..65M!V-K-5.=-I!
+4M-632,!T87/!K373H5-N!+3//5-!-BB-0/!.2!=6.=-6/3-7N!
W-55!V-K-5.=-I!
+4M-632,!I37/320/N!X.0O!H6-4O7!P.6-!-4735M!=46455-5!/.!
54M-632,N!
!
,82<-8<20)
8F%"! !
! ! ,#'C+(O)L""N) 8F%") ) ) ) ,#'C+(O!
%1325M!54P324/-I! !
if! !
!
!
^-I38P!H-II-I! !
>??!k!f?? !
+4P324/-I! !
! f!k!>?! ! ! %130O5M!H-II-I! ! f??!k!>;??? !
]-6M!/1325M!H-II-I! >?!k!f?! !
!
]-6M!/130O5M!H-II-I! d!>;???!
%1325M!H-II-I! !
f?!k!>??!!
!
!
,820698:)
8F%"! !
! !J_`)L;/'N) ) ) 8F%") ) ) !J_`)L;/'N)
#S/6-P-5M!+.J! i?N?C! !
!
!
'3,1!
! ! 9N?!k!CN?!
]-6M!5.J!!
! ?N?C!k!?N9! ! ! ]-6M!'3,1! ! CN?!k!9?N?!
+.J!!
! ! ?N9!k!?NC!! ! ! #S/6-P-5M!'3,1! d9?N? !
^-I38P!!
! ?NC!k!9N?!
!
!
!
!
($%#p!)7a?!c!A.32/!+.4I!</6-2,/1!)2I-S!
!
G058:02!69)
8F%"!
7FJC%+#&+$(!
X-73I845!<.35!
<.35!I-63K-I!B6.P!J-4/1-632,!.B!6.0Oq!/1-!P477!7/680/86-!
42I!78H7/420-!B4H630!46-!2.!5.2,-6!-K3I-2/N!
#S/6-P-5M!oNN! X.0O!37!J-4/1-6-I!/.!/1-!-S/-2/!/14/!3/!147!7.35!=6.=-6/3-7!
D-3/1-6!I3732/-,64/-7!.6!042!H-!6-P.85I-IGN!b4H630!.B!.63,3245!
6.0O!37!7/355!K373H5-N!
'3,15M!oNN!
X.0O!7/6-2,/1!878455M!13,15M!0142,-I!HM!J-4/1-632,q!6.0O!
P4M!H-!13,15M!I370.5.86-IN!
^.I-64/-5M!oNN! X.0O!7/6-2,/1!878455M!P.I-64/-5M!0142,-I!HM!J-4/1-632,q!
6.0O!P4M!H-!P.I-64/-5M!I370.5.86-IN!
<53,1/5M!oNN!
X.0O!37!753,1/5M!I370.5.86-I!H8/!71.J7!53//5-!.6!2.!0142,-!.B!
7/6-2,/1!B6.P!B6-71!6.0ON!
b6-71 !
X.0O!71.J7!2.!73,27!.B!I-0.P=.73/3.2!.6!7/43232,N!
!
7010-8)70,-2!/8!.6)
8S#F !
e.32/!
*!786B40-!.6!0640O!406.77!J1301!/1-!6.0O!147!53//5-!.6!2.!
/-2735-!7/6-2,/1N!^4M!H-!.=-2!.6!05.7-IN !
A46/32,!
*!786B40-!.6!0640O!406.77!J1301!/1-!6.0O!147!53//5-!.6!2.!
/-2735-!7/6-2,/1N!A46455-5!.6!78HL=46455-5!/.!54M-632,Q
H-II32,N!^4M!H-!.=-2!.6!05.7-IN !
<1-46-I!\.2-! \.2-!.B!6.0O!78H7/420-!J3/1!6.8,15M!=46455-5;!2-46!=54L
246;!086K-I!.6!82I854/32,!H.82I463-7!08/!HM!05.7-5M!
7=40-I!T.32/7;!71-46-I!786B40-7!.6!./1-6!I-B-0/7N !
<-4P!
<-4P!J3/1!I-=.73/-I!7.35!D32B355G;!-S/6-P-5M!J-4/1-6-I!
3273/8!6.0O!D[WG;!.6!I37.63-2/-I!878455M!42,8546!B64,P-2/7!
.B!/1-!1.7/!6.0O!D06871-IGN!
,E'#F)
A54246!
&.2737/-2/!.63-2/4/3.2N !
&86K-I!
"64I845!0142,-!32!.63-2/4/3.2N !
`2I854/32,!
W4KM!786B40-N !
</-==-I!
$2-!.6!P.6-!J-55!I-B32-I!7/-=7N !
)66-,8546!
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^.37/! b--57!0..5!42I!I46O-2-I!32!0.5.86N!&.1-73K-!7.357!042!H-!P.85I-IN!
"6428546!7.357!/-2I!/.!0.1-6-N!
W-/ !
*7!B.6!P.37/;!H8/!J3/1!B6--!J4/-6!B.6P32,!.2!142I7!J1-2!142I5-IN!
^.37/86-!0.2/-2/!.B!0.1-73K-!7.357!P4M!457.!H-!I-7063H-I!32!6-54/3.2!/.!=547/30!
53P3/!DWAG!.6!53U83I!53P3/!DW+G!hdd!P801!,6-4/-6!/142;!d!,6-4/-6!/142;!i!5-77!
/142;!ii!P801!5-77!/142jN
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"A !
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"^!
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"& !
&54M-M!,64K-57;!,64K-5L742IL054M!P3S/86-7N !
<W !
W-55!,64I-I!742I7!42I!,64K-55M!742I7;!53//5-!.6!2.!B32-7N !
<A !
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N:

BH1

sheet:

3 of 3

job no.:

1892

started:
finished:
logged:
checked:
RL surface:
datum:

24.5.2012
24.5.2012
SW
MAB

defect
spacing
mm
RQD %

MPa

Is(50)
MPa

20
60
200
600
2000

rock substance description
rock type; grain characteristics, colour,
structure, minor components

BH no:

rock mass defects
estimated
strength

D=diametral
A=axial

depth
metres

E:

weathering

RL

graphic log
core recovery

water

support &
core-lift

method

client:
ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
principal:
project:
PROPOSED MULTI-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT
location:
2-18 STATION STREET, MARRICKVILLE
equipment:
TRACK-MOUNTED RIG
diameter:
100mm
inclination: -90° bearing: --drilling information
material information

0.03
0.1
0.3
1
3
10

Cored Borehole Log

MID NORTH COAST
PO Box 1430
Port Macquarie NSW 2444
Ph: 0410 32 5566
eFax: 02 8282 5011

EL
VL
L
M
H
VH
EH

SYDNEY
Suite 2.05 / 56 Delhi Road
North Ryde NSW 2113
Ph: 02 9878 6005
eFax: 02 8282 5011

defect description
type, inclination,
thickness, shape,
roughness, coating
specific

general

5.3

5.5

5.7

6.0

6.2

Continued from non-cored borehole from 6.2m
SANDSTONE, fine to medium grained, dark red/ red and
yellow, dark laminations, thinly laminated at 10°

HW

D=1.01

6.5
A=1.31

6.62

SANDSTONE, fine to medium grained, light grey/ light
brown, indistinct brown laminations, thinly laminated at 10°

MW

JT, 0°, pl, ro, clean
JT, 0°, pl, ro, clean
BP, 10°, pl, ro, sandy
clay infill 2mm
CLAY SEAM, 50mm

7.1

No core 0.20m

7.3

SANDSTONE, fine to medium grained, red and dark red with
yellow mottle

7.5

--

JT, 85°, pl, ro, clay
coating

HW

XW SEAM
BP, 0°, pl, ro, clean
D=0.85

BP, 0°, pl, ro, clean

A=1.16

BP, 10°, pl, ro, clay coating

7.0

8.0
8.14
8.28

SANDSTONE, fine to medium grained, light grey/ light
brown, massive
SANDSTONE, fine to medium grained, red and light brown,
with light grey mottle

8.5

JT, 0°, pl, ro, 30mm
clay infill
JT, 0°, pl, ro, clean
D=1.14

JT, 10°, pl, ro, clean

A=1.78

BP, 10°, pl, ro, clean
FRACTURE SEAM
8.8

BH1 terminated at 8.8m

9.0

1892 BHS.GPJ 21-6-12

9.5

10.0

REFER TO EXPLANATION SHEETS FOR DESCRIPTION OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS USED
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POINT LOAD STRENGTH INDEX
CLIENT:

Asset Geotechnical
Suite 2.05 56 Delhi Road, North Ryde NSW 2113

PROJECT: Multi Level Development - 2-18 Station St, Marrickville (1892)
LAB.
NO.

SAMPLE
SOURCE

LITHOLOGY

PLATEN
SEPARATION
DIAM HEIGHT
(mm)
(mm)

72665

BH1 6.286.56m

Sandstone

51.5

BH1 7.507.60m

Sandstone

BH1 8.358.45m

Sandstone

72666

72667

TEST
ORIENTATION

POINT
POINT
LOAD
LOAD
STRENGTH STRENGTH
Is(50) (MPa)
Is (MPa)

Type
OF
FAILURE

34.7

Diametral
Axial

1.00
1.34

1.01
1.31

FOB
FOB

29.2

Diametral
Axial

0.84
1.23

0.85
1.16

FOB
FOB

38.4

Diametral
Axial

1.13
1.78

1.14
1.78

FOB
FOB

51.6

51.6

NOTES TO TESTING
Testing Device

ELE Point Load Tester

Sample History

Unsoaked

Sampled By:

Client

Job Number:

1225962

Date Tested:

05.06.12

Test Method:

AS 4133.4.1 2007

Approved Signatory:

Chris Lloyd

Failure Type
Fracture through fabric of specimen oblique to bedding
FOB
not influenced by weak planes
Fracture along bedding
FB
Fracture influenced by pre-existing plane, microfracture,
FIP
vein, chemical alteration
Chip or partial fracture
CPF
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